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Hiding in Plain Sight
As a kid I couldn’t understand why hunters wore camouflage and a bright orange vest. Why would you quietly
hide among the trees and scream fluorescently at the same time? The answer is obvious now that I’m older; the
goal is to be seen by other hunters and unseen by the deer (who are color-blind).
2015 has been another huge year of ministry here at Arrowhead, with a long list of accomplishments, some
camouflaged and others loudly wearing fluorescent orange. We are grateful for another year of abundant strides
forward. Thank you to each investor who made what would have been an already great year even more amazing!

Camouflaged Accomplishments

Fluorescent Orange Accomplishments









 170 brand new mattresses in the dormitories
 12’x20’ Shade Pavilion with seating for 20
 Additional dock section at the lake with safe &
accessible bench seating
 3 brand new canoes
 A custom shallow end railing at the lake
 Relocated the main office for accessibility
 All 15 camper cabin exteriors painted
 An additional week of Shepherds Camp 1:1
 New 360 sq.ft. meeting room

$3,400 in Scholarships Awarded
Enhanced Nurse’s Station
Full time staff member added
New heating system
Brand new John Deere ZTrak mower
Reconstructed steps to the lake front
Acquired every program and maintenance
wish list item

Brilliantly Orange
We’ve got a project for 2016 that is sure to be wearing the brightest orange at camp. We are raising funds and
preparing to break ground for a new Picnic & Recreation Pavilion sized to accommodate everyone at camp.
Designed for year round multipurpose use; it will overwhelmingly enhance how we serve our campers, staff,
mission teams and guests.

Colorful Impact
Every year our list of new, improved and enhanced accomplishments
grows bigger. What a blessing! But those things are just the
beginning of how God changes lives through Arrowhead; as we train
the next generation of leaders, challenge students to grow
exponentially and care for adults with developmental disabilities with
excellence. And that will be the vivid impact of the Picnic &
Recreation Pavilion.
From Camp,

Ben Myers
Camp Director
Arrowhead Bible Camp

This is “D”, age 95. She wouldn’t miss
Shepherds Camp for anything!

Picnic & Recreation Pavilion
A Shepherds Camp Impact Project











Multipurpose outdoor space for enhanced camper dining,
recreation, & meeting experiences
Designed for the needs of Shepherds Campers with the built-in
flexibility to serve guests year-round
Protection from the burning sun and schedule-busting light rain
Centrally located for maximum utilization, adjacent to many program
and free-time activities and the camp kitchen
Shelter and tables are accessible to campers with wheelchairs and
other mobility concerns
Inviting space for planned or spontaneous gathering with
comfortable fireside seating for relaxing and relationship building
Crafted from quality materials for decades of low-maintenance
service
Labor saving: sized to accommodate a full camp for a meal without
moving furnishings and transitions in moments for recreational use
100% support from our board of directors and camp leadership staff

Investors like you, who understand the life-changing impact
of Shepherds Camp and the significance of the Picnic &
Recreation Pavilion, have already provided 87% of the $165,000
project cost.

Shepherds Camp:
Christian Camping for Adults with Developmental Disabilities Shepherds Camp offers a safe and exciting
residential camp experience with 10 summer weeks and two weekend retreats, including specialized 1 to 1
sessions and programming for the whole family.

Arrowhead Bible Camp | 122 Arrowhead Cottage Road, Brackney, PA 18812
570.663.2419 | www.shepherdscamp.org
Ben Myers, Camp Director | bkarrowh ead@gmail.com

